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Abstract
In this paper, the concatenationofmodified phaseprecoding on a spiral curve technique and new
trellis coded modulation (TCM) is proposed for application in the frequency selective slow fading
channel of wireless communications. Simulations show a significant improvement of the total gain
comparedto those of the conventionalposf-equalizationof sub-optimum soft output equalizer (SSE)
with the sameTCM schemes.The modification on the original spiral curve-precodinggives 0.5 dB of
gain over the whole range of signal to noise ratio (SNR) including the overcoming of signal amplitude
fluctuation in a non-deep fade channel. Next, new TCM codes by the symbol mapping method
perform better than the conventional TCM in both of AWGN, and in intersymbol interference(ISI)
channelswith precoding. The performance of this proposed system is further improved achieving a
few dB ofgain by the application ofsoft output detectionto eachofthe codes.A theoretical analysii is
carried out to veriff the simulation result and found that they match quite well. Finally, the additional
result of an adoption of a simple turbo code confirms the successof this ISI combating model as well.
Keywords:

PhasePrecoding,Trellis Coded Modulation, Turbo Coding, Intersymbol Interference

l. Introduction
Many equalization techniques have been
used to combat ISI in wireless communications
such as the Viterbi or maximum likelihood
equalizer, optimum or sub-optimum-soft output
equalizer (OSE,SSE) Fl, decision feed back
equalizer (DFE), and pre'equalizer by using
precoding techniques. The earliest form of
precoding is known as Tomlinson-Harashima
(TH) precoding [2][3]. TH-precoding has been
used successfullyin voice band communications
where the channel impulse response is time
invariant. Although it is very suitable for pulse
and quadrature amplitude modulation (PAIW QAM) and there is an attempt to apply it with
the continuous wave modulation as in [4], it
cannot be applied directly to the time-varying
fading channels. Because TH-precoding pre-
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distorts the transmitted signal amplitude, this
effect is particularly undesirable for phase
modulation, where the constant transmitted
signal amplitude is required. Therefore, a
modificationof precodingforphase modulation
is necessary.Consequently, spiral curve-phase
precoding [5] has been devised to avoid the
disadvantage of TH-precoding by precoding
only the carrier phase in order to ensure
precoding stability and to achieve an ISI-free
received signal by keeping the transmittedsignal
amplitude constant. The results applying
- this
technique show improvements in- ihe slow
varying Rician and Rayleigh fading channels.
Precoding can be considered as an ideal DFE
equalizer at the transmitter. Its importance is
recognized since the implementation of DFE
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ProposedTransmissionModel
Next, Fig.l shows the proposed transmission
model that consistsof a full duplex operation of
two signal links. First, TCM encoder generates
an (n + r)-bit code vector b, = (D;r,...,Di*"; on

with a Viterbi decoder (VA) at the receiver in
order to decode a TCM signal, performs poorly
due to the enor propagation and inherent
decision delays of DFE [6]. In contrast,a Viterbi
decodercan be applied in a straightforwardway
to precoded TCM signals. The combination is
expected to improve the overall performance
substantially compared to the codedtransmission operating on systems with a DFE in the
receiver. In this paper, a proposed wirelesstransmission model by concatenationof phase
precoding and bandwidth-preservingTCM code
is introduced. Their performancesare compared
to another well-known post-equalizationtechnique of SSE with the same TCM. In addition,
phase precoding and TCM schemes are also
developed separately for improving their
individual performance. This leads to the
formulation of a modified version for phase
precoding and an improved TCM constructing
method. Moreover, the application of soft output
detection for more decoding reliability is
presented including the simulation verification
by theoretical analysis. This is also with the
adoption of turbo code into this proposedmodel
for an additional verification.

the forward link from an n-bit information
vector d, =(a],...,ai). Each code vector is
then mapped onto a complex symbol x, out of a
z'."-point Phase Shift Keying constellation and
it is interleaved to spread the burst errors. The
waveform at the input ofthe precoderis:

=1r,71,-r,
sQ)

(l)

where x, represents the TCM-coded signal
constellation andf(t) is a rectangular waveform
over [0,2].The signal s(r) can be represented
by a sequenceof complex-valued sampleswith
the signal envelope s-, as in [5].
(2)
3, = AeiA
"constant"
amplitude, 4 is the
where I is the
carrier phase of a m-ary PSK signal. These {
values are precoded into the constant amplitude
complex signal values I in order to compensate
the effect of channel ISI i,.This precoded
signal p. can be evaluated,ifthe ISI component

2. Systemand Channel Model
The Spiral curve-phaseprecoding technique
has been already known widely. Moreover, it
has been applied to other transmission systems
as shown in [7]. Therefore, in this section phase
precoding is given only for its concept and the
simplification method. The modification
technique will be proposed in the next section.

l, and the desired received signal { are known
by neglecting noise for the presentas denotedin
equation(3a). The ISI component l, is obtained
by an estimation based on the reverse link
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2.1 Simplified Phase Precoding
To simpliS' precoding calculations as in
[7], the signal amplitude (l) is normalized to be
unity and the distancebetweenany two points of
2tr -differenceis set asD" = 2A.This simplification is shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the source
symbols s-i can be estimated exactly at the

v,l ri
4<2A

Fig. 2 Simplified Spiral Curve for Phase
Precoding
reception and consists of several previous
transmitted signal values F,_,. They are

receiver, if r-- is located on this spiral curve,

weighted by fading coeffrcients &, as shown in

where ri,

Qi, and' f ,
following equations:

(3b):
P,-- r, - f,
L

I, = i

h , F- , = i . s i v ,

(3a)

A t ( ! i -' l i - v o )
r, ,. = - + -.
'

i,and ty,are the amplitude and phase of the
'
resultingISI componentat time i, and 1_r=Aga
are the previous precoded signal values, where
d, is the carrier phase after pre-distortion (4

(6a)

Ctr

(6b)

and its phase Vo, and C is a spiral curve
constantto be equal to the inversevalue of ao.
The first term of (6a) is the radius of signal
circle and the secondis the additionaldistance
to the selectedpoint on a spiral curve. The goal
of phase precoding is to preserve constant
amplitude of the transmitted signal { . Thus, all

(4)

{ shouldbe placedon the circle centeredat the
origin with radius one. In the absence of
AWGN, the received signal is on this circle
with an ISI offset f ,: i,et''.
A second

white Gaussiannoise (AWGN) with zero mean
and variance 2o2. ri is the received signal
amplitude with phase f,. It can be explained as
a superpositionof delayed versions of P, as:
L

ao

where ao is the amplitude of first path fading

where fi1 is an equivalent complex additive

r, =lh,P,-, + hoP,+n,

oo

r,=C+(P,-di-Vo)lzr

can be computed by using the spiral curve
method of the next sub-section), and Z is the
numberof tap in ISI ?n-space
model. Hence,the
receivedsignal sample after carrier recovery and
matchedfiltering can be describedby:
-P,
+1, * i, = lsiei + iieivi * fi, = :',slh

are related by the

(3b)

r=l

/, =

the channel impulse response

component of the first path. In reality, the
systemis operatedfollowing the assumptionthat
the time division duplex (TDD) schemeis used
for both forward and reverse links sharing the
same R-F channel with different time slots.
Next, the channel fades so slowly such that it is
assumedto be time invariant over two adjacent
frames of the forward and reverse link. Finally,
the channel impulse responsecan be modeled as
linear and time-invariant over two adjacentdata
frames so that the radiation pattems are
reciprocal in both forward and reverse links
[5][8]. Due to the limitation of size and power
consumption of the mobile unit, precoding is
used only at the transmitter of the basestation.

i . . . ' .

relation between r, and Q, can be computed
using trigonometric functions resulting in:

(5)
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in [5]. However, the effect from phasedetection
error due to the transmitted signal amplitude
being forced to be constant by using AGC,
causesthe detection phase p, to be shifted. This
..!

angle is related to the received signal amplitude
ri (or that point on the spiral curve) from (6)
and (7), thus, it leads to an equalization elror.
The above problem is usually found in the deepfade channel (large effect form ao) which
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Fig. 3 Modified Spiral Curve for Phase
Precoding

r, = i, cos(d,- v,) !

| - i,2 sin2(f , - ty,)

0)

Note that all angles in (6) and (7) are absolute
valueswith respectto the spiral curve direction.
The signal , "ici is pre-calculated at the
transmitter by solving (6) and (7). Then by
means of (3a) or (4), the precoded signal
F, = "it' i" evaluated (without noise) at the
transmitter.At the receiver, the disturbedsignal
f, = r'eid is detected'Using (6), the informationcarrying

phase

p,

is

calculated

bY

B , = d i + r y o + Q i - C ) n ( i f t h e r ei s n o n o i s ei n
the channel,(ri ,f t) would be the sameas the

affects the initialized values of the spiral curve
t7l. Even for the non-deep fade channel, the
precoding solution may not be obtainedby using
the small amplitude Jluctuation concept of [5].
This special case is illustrated in Fig. 3. When
the power of ISI is small and ISI circle appears
"
")
in the first loop of a spiral curve ("0" to 2tr
as shown by the dashed-linecircles. Obviously,
there is no crosspoint of ISI circles with a spiral
curve, so that the solution for a precoded signal
can not be found. Since a small amplitude
"closef' point on
fluctuation is allowed, the
spiral curve will be chosen instead. Thus, a
precodedsignal is obtained but the ainplitude of
the precodedsignal can not be kept constant.To
eliminate this drawback without using AGC,
"internal spiral curve" is implemented with
an
a new curve in the centered-circlewhere a new
relation of r,, d, and f i for precoding is
establishedby;
A.

=-:-(l+
r.
t,tn
p'

original (7i, f ,) showing that ISI is completely
erased).Thedetectedsignal is then deinterleaved
resulting in a sequenceof i,(r). Finally, the
decodergeneratesthe output sequence6t(t) by

f ,' - i , '.)

(\ "8' )

Ciro

where the previous spiral curve is re-named to
"external spiral curve", p is a number
be the
proportionaltothe amplitude A,and C; isthe
fixed intemal spiral curve constant.The ending
point of an internal spiral curve is fixed at l,
thus, the value of (A/ p) in (8) suggeststhe
beginning of the non-zero value of an internal
spiral curve. To maximize this curve length to
obtain a large received amplitude signal of (8) at
the receiver, p is set at a value of 10.

meansof a VA decoder.
3. Modified Spiral Curve for Phase
Precoding
In the previous section, the concatenation
of a simplified spiral curve precoding with TCM
is proposed. In that transmission system, if no
solution could be found for determining the
precoded signal from (6) and (7), or if there is
no intersection between ISI circle with a spiral
curve, a small amplitude fluctuatioz is allowed
as in [5] and [7]. In other words, the closetpoint
on the spiral curve from ISI circle will be
chosen.That means a constant amplitude sigral
could not be obtained. To overcome this
problem, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is used

Therefore, the related internal spiral curve
constant C; where the intersection point of ISI
circles with either internal or external spiral
curves can be found, is 2/9. Using this intemal
spiral curve which considersthe first path fading
and the normalized amplitude from section2,
gives:
f ,' - | , -' V o - )
c
f\ 'St \
=-"-(l+
r.
t,tn
p'
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Fig. 4 An Example of Symbol Mapping on a Signal Subsetof New Code Comparedto a Signal
Subsetof Periyalwar's Code at Rb of I biUs/Hz (ft is 4)
Theseintemal and external precodedsignals can
be identified at the receiver by comparing the
received amplitude in (a) with normalized
amplitude A. ln a non-deep fade channel with
the small effect from ao, this modified spiral

out on another part of TCM's set partitioning,
"mapping".
that is, on
4.1 Symbol Mapping Definition
To map the optimum signal subset
(maximized dy""", "Pa" and "L") on the suitable
modulation symbols, use the assumption that
"most
errors occur in the adjacent symbols. In
order to decrease the detection error on this
probable enor events, the adjacent code
sequence of each signal subset, therefore,
should be mapped onto the closer symbol of the
previous one without the catastrophic error".
This method can be describedby consideringthe
signal constellation[13]. That is, if symbol zero
of M phasemodulation was sent, the probability
of received symbol M, Pu= P(received I
symbol M was sent) should satisfy the following
relationship:

curve can be used to keep the amplitude of
transmitted signal constant. This overcomesthe
drawback of the original version. Moreover, it is
found that the received phaseof (9) is higher in
aacuracythan the receivedphaseof (6). It is also
for the deep fade channelwhich contains a large
effect from ao. This improved result is shown
in section 6. Consequently,this modified spiral
curve precoding is usedthroughout this paper.
4. New TCM Scheme with Symbol
Mapping
Trellis codedmodulation(TCM) [9] is very
attractive for wireless communications where
high spectral efficiency is needed due to the
limitation in bandwidth and the power
consumption of the mobile unit. The TCM
design-parameterswhich play an important role
for relieving fading effect, are the product
distance "Pa" and the shortest error event path
or time diversity "L" (in additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channels, the parameter of
importance is the squared Euclidean distance
t1u".). Next, it is found that multiple TCM
(MTCM) is more suitable for fading channel
where a larger of Pa and L can be achieved.The
improved version of MTCM has been presented
in [l].
In [12], MTCM scheme has been
extensively devised where all above three
parametersare already optimized. Therefore,the
design rules for optimizing new code become
more clear in the sensethat focusing only on the
signal subset would not give a better code. In
this paper, the improvement of TCM is carried

Po, P, = Pu-, ) ....) Purz-r= P*z*, ) PMn (10)
According to the above mapping definition, the
new TCM code must follow (10). That means,
code sequence6; in encoder module of Fig.l
should be designed sequentially from the zero
parallel and/or zero state transition up to the
maximum parallel and/or the maximum state
transition. For mapping each code on the symbol
x,, it starts at the zero-symbol, the adjacent
symbol of 1, and M-1, and ends up at the I'I/2
symbol. For the above definition, computerprogramming is an efficient method to searchfor a
good code. It has been done as an algorithm for
TCM set partitioning which satisfieswith (10).
As a result, severalnew codesare devised(They
are listed in the appendix). An example of
these new codes is illustrated in Fig 4 with a
4MTCM-I6PSK signal subset at a throughput
(Rb) of I bit/s/Ilz and multiple (,t) of four.
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Fig. 5 Performanceof Modified Spiral Curve
with TCM-8PSK, Rate2/3

distribution with zero mean and vaiance o2 .
This variable is simplified in such a way that the
independent phase-Gaussianrandom variable
n* from [5] can be neglecteddue to its small
effect at high signal to noise ratio (SNR). The
mean of this sp_ri^ is zero and variance
o2,p-,i^ is (Cr I A)2o2 . The pdf of s, "r is
thus:
I
I / 2)(so_",^I o "p_"i^)2
p(s o,,^) = ---a---exp[(f

Signal subset of new code is compared to a
subsetof Periyalwar's code Il] with the same
parametersof t7""", Pa andL^in. To simpliff this
comparison,That only the first columns (ft:l) in
each signal subset of both codes (these subsets
contain eight parallel transitions) are considered.
They show that this new code holds higher
possibility of signal subsets that are mapped
onto the suitable symbols following TCM set
partitioning without catastrophic error because
these mapped symbols follow Equation (10)
whereas Periyalwar's mapped symbols do not.
Note that for MTCM encoding, symbol mapping
processin Fig. 4 is done on every multiple (fr) of
eachsignal subset.
It is specially noted that this symbol
mapping is done on the set partitioning process
(joint encoding and modulation with mapping)
of the TCM encoder.This is different to those of
the general Gray mapping method which is
applied for the uncoded signal or even for the
coded signal where the encoding and mapping
processesare consideredseparately.

o"" "i^l z7f

(l la)
Therefore, soft output information of ih received
signal is taken from the conditional pdf of:

( 1l b )
wherem is 0, 1, 2, .., M-|.

6. SimulationResultsand Evaluations
The simulated ISI channel of this paper is
modeled by two equal strength rays of Rayleigh
fading on the r -spaced discrete-time model
where the delay r =lr,(t) - ro!)l is one
symbol'period T. The tap gain ft, of the channel
impulse responsein (5) is generatedby a zerorhean complex Gaussianrandom process of the
filtered Gaussian noise method [6]. In this
work, Doppler effect is nol taken into account.
In this section, the performance of the modified
spiral curve precoding concatenatedwith TCM
code in the transmitter using a normal (or
hard) detection schemenamed as systemI, is
evaluated compared to a system that uses a
simple SSE in the receiver with the same TCM
code (system11).This SSE is a soft outputpos/equalization method that has been applied
successfullyfor combatingISI in [2][7]. It has
several advantages, as noise variance is not
required, simulation programming is less
complex becausecomputations are processedin
a logarithmic domain, and the well-known addcompare- select(ACS) algorithm is the main

5. Soft Precoded-Signal Detection
It was known that for a communication
system consisting of two sequence estimation
modules in a serial receiver, the outer module
should provide the inner module with soft
information in order to improve the system
performance [4]. Therefore, if the precoded
signal detector in Fig.l could give soft output
information for the soft input VA decoder, a
further performanceimprovement is expected.
Referring to the perfect ISI combating or ISI'
=(Czn,)lA be a
free signal as in [5], let so_"i..
simplified,q,ptual-Gaussianrandom variable of
[5] of the detectionphase error Lp= P,- P,
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Fig. 7 BER as a Functionof SNR (dB) with
Rb=l.5TCM Codes

operation as in the conventional Viterbi
algorithm (VA). In this paper, decision delay D
at the value of 6 is chosenfor this SSE-system.
Next, the result of system1 with soft precodedsignal detectionschemenamedas "system IIf'
will be comparedwith all of the previoussystem
performances.First, for an AWGN channel the
performance of a new TCM scheme is
investigated compared to the conventional
code's. It is found that all new TCM codes
perform in this channel better than the given
codesin the literatureas summarizedin Table l.
(It is noted that performancecomparisonis done
at 10-) and 10-6of bit error rate (BER) for
AWGN and ISI channelrespectively).Next for
an ISI channel, it is started with the orisinal

spiral curve precoding concatenatedwith 4
statesand 8 statesof Ungerboecl<'s
TCM codes
t9l @b of 2). They are testedand comparedto
the modified precoding with the same TCM.
Their results in Fig.5 show that the modified
spiral curve has a gain of 0.5 dB comparedto
the original version over the whole SNR range.
Therefore, this modified precoding is more
effective.Subsequently,the combinationof this
modified precodingwith various codes of new
TCM schemeis considered.The result of new
code (d.2f,""-8,Po=4, L=4) with Rb of I is
simulated and comparedto Periyalwar's code
and with
[1] with the samedesign-parameters
Divsalar's codell0l which has asmallerds,""

4l
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(4.69). In Fig. 6, new code showsthat it has an
equaleffectiveas Periyalwar'scodeon systemI
and it has 2 dB of gain comperedto Divsalar's.
For system 11,new code performance is equal
to Divsalar's and 1 dB gain is achieved
comparedto Perltalwar's. The performanceof
new code in systeml tendsto have a larger gain
compared to system II's at a low BER.
Furthermore, sofi output detection in systemIII
gives an additional gain of about 0.8 dB from
thoseof system1. Two new codeswith Rb of 1.5
have been constructed. They perform quite
different as shown in Fis.7. New code version
(ll {d2,,""=g.
Pa=4.L-4t performswell at low
SNR, but at high SNR new code version (2)
(df,""=8, P7=4,t={) is the best on both systemI

4Z

and system11.This is compared to Mayr's code
(8r,""=8, P"=4, L=4) U2l, Periyatwar's (d2y,""=8,
Pa=8, and L=3), as well as Divsalar's
(t*"=5.17, P7=8,[,=J). At this Rb, systemI
performs poorer than system11but it trends to be
betterat higher SNR with quite low of BER. By
using soft output detection in system111,almost
3 dB of gain is further achieved compared to
previous result of system1 and it is also better
than system 11. New code, Mayr's code, and
Periyalwar's code perform, however, rather
similar rn the systemI I I. At Rb of 2.5, the system
1 gains about 4 dB from those of systemII. The
result is shown in Fig. 8. An attractivefurther
gain of 3 dB is achieved with system 111.New
code (d2p"=2.34, Pd=2,Z=2) performs equally
with Mayr's code and has slightly betterperformance than other codes with the same design
parameters.
Finally at in Rb of 3, performanceof
the new code klf,",=0.89, Pa=l .17, L=2) as
shown in Fig.9, is compared to the result of
It
Ma1,r'scode with the samedesignparameters.
achievesa bettergain in slstem 1 and in system
111.However, in system 11 the performance of
new code equals to that of Mayr's code. The
combined gain of new code in system I
compared to those of the s)srern 11 is 2 dB.
Moreover, up to 3.5 dB of gain is further
achieved from system 111by using soft output
detection. In summary, all new codes have
shown a betterperformancethan those given in
the literaturewhen they are appliedfor AWGN
channel. This is becauseof the advantageof
symbol mapping. For an application in ISI
channel,this advantageis diminishedwhen it is
usedwith the SSE equalizeras in the systemII.
It is due to the fact that thereis no time diversity
*L" improvement by the symbol mapping
method. The advantageof the new codes is
realized only in AWGN and in its equivalent
channel. Both of system1 and system III are
"equivaLentconsideredas an ISI-y'ee or the
AWGN" channel, where the effect of only
AWGN remains. Therefore, this explains the
effectivenessof symboLmappingon ISI channel
for the precoded system. In addition, the
applicationof soft precodedsignal detectionis
anothersuccessfultechnique.It leadsto a better
decodingresult or a higher gain at the output.
Note that, althoughthe pure gain of new TCM
codescomparedto the given codesis not much
(maximum 1 dB at Rb of 3 with system114,this
improvedgain along with the performanceof
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intersectionpoint of a spiral curve with the ISIcircle on eachtransmittedsignal.This is doneby
using a large value for spiral curve constantC
for obtaining a small 2n -differencedistanceon
a spiral curve (D, <2A) (C is large enough
such that the internal spiral curve can be
neglected).It is notedthat a higherpossibilityof
gettinga crosspoint is achievedby using a large
value of C. Nevertheless,
the sensitivityto noise
is also higher.Next, to considera code sequence
B = b1,b2,..,\ which is mappedon to a symbol
sequenceX = x1,x2,..,x,by F(b,) = ri at TCM
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encoder module of Fig. l. The symbol error
probability { due to the code sequenceB plus

1.08"05

errrorsequenceErof lengtht on a trellis can be
described by a node error event [19][20] as
follows:

1.0€.06

1 =iI

P{ B]ZP{ B+ B@EL}

.r 2)

1.0841

It is assumedthat the ISI effect is completely
eliminated by phase precoding. Then, the
channel is perturbed only by splral-Gaussian
noise with a two-sided noise spectral density
N ,,.rpirot
,i^ | 2E,, and E , = nE 1, (This is

1.09-$3
1.0843
1,0F'-04
1,09-05

computed from a simplified splrcl-Gaussian
random variable in section 5). Similar to the
derivation in pure AWGN channel [19], the
symbol error probability is then upper bounded

1.0€-s6

*"(u.."Mayt's -*-** Newcod*
Fig. 9 BER as a Functionof SNR (dB) with
Rb=3 TCM Codes
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\

modified phaseprecoding schemeobtains a very
significantgain. That is up to 7 dB and 5.5 dB
at Rb of 2.5 and 3 respectively.Finally, all new
codes design parametersand their performances
in both AWGN and ISI channel are siven in
Table l.
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_

where Q(z)= !(ll"l2Dexp1-t2 l21dt. The last
multiple term of (13) is generallyknown as the
transferfunction T(D) of TCM code. Finally, bit
error probability can be obtained after getting
T(D) as:

7. Performance Analysis
Previously, there has been an improved
analysis for pure spiral curve precoding
proposed in [8]. In that work, the original
analysis of t5l is upgraded including the
extensionfrom only QPSK to higher modulation
signals (8, 16, and 32PSK). To continue for
using with the proposedconcatenationsystemof
this paper, it is also assumedthat there is an

1 ^; ol ,a l' ^
, ,:" fnr ) e .xdp
' r(" ." -E), .
,^,. =
dT(D.I\l
AI
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Fig. 1l Performance Comparison of Turbo
Codes with Precoding (C=1)
block turbo codes is consideredand adopted
from [22]. This method is to count for the
weight distribution related to the codes word's
Hamming weight, which is feasiblefor the small
information block size. For simplifying this
investigation, only BPSK signaling is
considered including the use of maximum
likelihood decoding based on the uniform
interleavingassumption.Thus, the generalupper
bound of turbo codes with spiral phase
precoding is computed from the probability of
codeword enor (PCE) of [221:

Similarly, bit error probabilityof MTCM can be
"n" by "b" and
obtained by replacing
k)Ebl

4

-*--F.ecadsd-Tctr4
{oPsK
,*

Fig. 10 PerformanceComparisonof QPSKTCM (Rb=l) with Precoding

E, I No.,ri,ot,^ =(b/

Qit,,:'.,-

1.0E
10F -04
1.0L-05
1.08- 06
'1.0€- 07

No.,pi,ot,i,, where b

is the numberof MTCM encoderinput bit and k
is the multiplicity. An examplefor this proposed
analysisis given by a conventionaltwo states
QPSK-TCM code (Rb=1) E9,p 1031. This
analysis result is compared to its simulation
result in Fig.l0 with different values of the
spiral curve constantC. It showsthat the result
from (14) verify the simulation performance of
the precoded-TCM signal with soft output
detectionvery well.

p"
(15)
' =<I ,.qr^[p- *,,,
N,,.,,,,o,
,2,^

8. Further Application of Turbo Codes
To consider for the further contribution of
this work, new TCM constructingmethodof this
papercan be appliedto many applicationssuch
as for an unequalelror protectionscheme(UEP)
in which the different throughput-sourcesor
variable rate transmissionis required, and for
the adaptive TCM scheme in the automatic
repeatrequest(ARQ) system.Furthermore,the
development of other high-quality coding
method of turbo code [21] concatenatingwith
this modified spiral-curve phase precoding is
alsopromising.In this section,the applicationof
simple turbo codeswith the proposedsystemis
investigated. Referring to the same transmitted
model of Fig. l, TCM is now removedwith the
using of turbo codesinstead.However,all of the
previous assumptionsare still adopted.In this
investigation,it is done by the analysismethod
and its result will be comparedto the previous
performance of the TCM with the same
precodingscheme.
In order to achieve the numerical result for
this analysis,the upper bound of linear small

\
where R. is the coding rate,w^ is the Hamming
weight of code word m, C,, is an integer of
weight distributioncorrespondingto the number
of code words w e [,n] . NormallY, the

performancemeasurementis consideredon the
weight distributionof the first non-zeroelement
(the minimum distance code word; d,,in).
Howeverat high signalto noiseratio (SNR), r/ze
mosl significant contribution to overall code
word error probability is that the lowest-weight
code word. To achieve the result from this
upper bound, the lowest counted-weight
distributionto the code word's Hamming weight
(Cn=z.ron",t
) with its informationblock size (ft) at
generating
polynomials (23,35), R" = l/2,
30,
and constraintlength (K) of 5, is 2 [22]. Next,
the result in Fig. I I (with the same precoding
scheme)showsthat turbo codesachievethe best
systemgain comparedto thoseof TCM or
the performanceof pure uncoded-BPSKand
uncoded-QPSK.Although, this simple turbo
code hasbeendone at a bit lower throughput
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Table. 1 Summarv of TCM Codeswith their Parametersand Performances
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the result from an additional investigation of
using turbo codes in this system supports this
successas well.

than those of TCM, it presents the promise of
obtaining much higher gain when the optimal
turbo codes with the iterative decoding are
designedoptimally and used.In conclusion,this
application of turbo codes also confirms the
successofthe proposedconcatenationsystemof
this paperas well.
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Appendix:
List of signalsubsetofnew TCM codes:
Rb=1
N e w c o d e( l )
R o w ,( R ) = ( 0 0 , I 5 , 22 , 31 , 1 3 , 66 , 5 1 , 44 )
C o l u m n (, C ) = ( 0 0 , 1 3 , 26 , 3 | , 4 4 , 5 7 , 62 , 1 5 )
New code(2)
R o w ,( R ) = ( 0 0 , 1 3 , 75 . 26 , 6 2 , 3 1 , 51 , 44 )
Column,(C) = (0 0,1 5,2 2,3 7,'l 3,6 6,5 1,44)

vo \ o

AC
DB

2 states code

Fig. Al TrellisDiagramof NewTCM Rb of I
Rb=1.5
Newcode( 1)
Row.(R)=(0 0,I 5,22.37,1 3,66,5 | ,4 4)
(C)= (0 0.13,26,31,44,51.62,75)
Column,
New code (2)

Row,(R)= (0 0,13,15,26,62,31,57,44)
(C)= (0 0,15,22,31,13,66,51,44)
Column,
00 R1
C1
C2

R2

Code ij = (Ri + Cj) Mod B

cj
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D = (0 6,212,42,68,140,1210,10
4,8l4)
E = (0 8,214,44,610,14
2,1212,10
6,80);
F = (0 10,20,46,6t2,144,1214,10
8,82)
G = (0 12,22,48,614,14
6,120,1010,84);
H = (0 14,24,4 10,60,148,122,1012,86)
I = ( 1 1 , 37 , 51 3 , 13 , 1 51 1 , 1 5
3 , 1l 1 5 , 9 ) ;
J = ( l 3 , 39 , 5 1 5 ,57, 1 51 3 , 173, l l 1 , 9l 1 ) ;
K = ( l 5 , 31 1 , 51 , 17 , 1 51 5 , 1 93 , t t 3 , 9t 3 ) ;
L = ( 17 , 31 3 , 5
3 , 79 , 1 5I , l 3 l 1 , l l 5 , 91 5 ) ;
M = ( 19 , 31 5 , 55 , 7I I , 1 53 , 1 31 3 , 1 1 , 1 , 9 , 1 ) ;

Fig..4.2StateTransition
Metric(STM)[2] for
Generating
SignalSubsetat Rb of 1.5
Rb =2.5
A = (0 0,2 10,44,6 t4,146,1212,102,88);
B = (0 t2,26,40,610,t42,128,1014,84)
C = (0 4,214,48,62,1410,12
0,106,8l2);
D = (0 8,22,412,66,1414,12
4,1010,80)
E = ( 1 5 , 3t 5 , 5 9 ,37, 1 51 1 , 113, t 1 7 , 9 1 3 ) ;
F = ( l 1 , 3t t , 5 5 , 11 5 , 1 7
5 , 1 31 3 , 1 3
1 , 9l )
G = ( 1 9 , 33 , 5 1 3 , 1 1 , 1 5 1 55,,1l l3l t , 9 1 ) ;
H = (t 13,3
7 , 51 , 71 1 , 135, 1 39 , ll 1 5 , 9
5)
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Fig. A3 Trellis Diagramof New TCM Rb of 2.5.
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Rb=3
A = ( 0 0 , 26 , 4 1 2 , 6 2 , 1 4 1 0 , 142, 1 01 4 , 88 ) ;
B = ( 0 2 , 2 8 , 4 1 4 , 64 , 1 4 1 2 , 1 26 , 1 00 , 8 l 0 )
C = ( 0 4 , 2 1 0 , 40 , 6 6 , 1 4 1 4 , 1 28 , 1 02 , 8 1 2 ) ;
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